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President’s Report 

Hi All 

We’ll expect to be dealing with the effects of the Big Wet of 2012 for 

some time as the roads did not fare well and potholes, ruts and uneven 

surfaces scar our roads. I expect that Roads ACT will give priority to 

repairing our thoroughfares. Take it easy out there. 

The Majura Parkway project is massive. Recently, Peter Major, Trish 

Holdsworth and I attended a meeting with Elton Consulting, who are 

meeting with a number of groups potentially impacted with this major 

road, which may begin construction at the end of this year.  As well, 

the MRA ACT attends the monthly Stakeholder Reference group 

meetings.  At the recent meeting with Elton Consulting there was  

discussion raised about the barriers (a mix of WRB and Jersey barriers), 

signage, lighting, bridges and access, road construct, the bridges,  

intended road speed, kangaroo deterrence and crossing areas,  

landscaping (no trees close to the road) and traffic merging at the 

Northern exit which could be an issue as there doesn’t appear to be a 

plan to expand the existing exit area. 

It was an interesting discussion and we appreciated the opportunity to 

put forward our concerns and provide feedback; however we’ll see 

how it develops. Certainly the current problem of trucks using  

Northbourne Ave as a thoroughfare will ease when the parkway is 

complete. 

And good on ACT Roads; at last raising the speed limit from the  

ridiculous 80 Kph to 90 Kph along the GDE – will they go the distance 

and raise it again to 100?? 

And what did I say last report about the Blanket Run – yes, the team 

has started work on this! 

Ride safe 

Jen Woods 

0418 215 336 
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Committee Reports 

Snr Vice President’s Report 
It is the real die-hard riders who continue to ride in Canberra’s current weather 
patterns; or those with no other commuting options. Even I’ve been avoiding rid-
ing in the rain. Really who wants to gear up with all that wet weather gear, and 
it’s such a hassle when you get to work. I know, I must be getting soft in my old 
age… LOL 

I found an article on BikesAreForGirls.org that I’ve adapted for us locally. Many 
people are very experienced with wet-weather riding but for those who are less 
experienced or confident, you may find the article helpful. See page 10. 

Leen Parsons 
Life is a road; ride it! 

Vice President’s Report 
Well, it’s been terrific weather for ducks, and not much else. 

Our roads have suffered, most of the garden has washed away down the drain 

and my two puppies have barely kept their noses above water.  Well, Pomerani-

ans are height challenged with short legs!  

For those who continue to brave the wet conditions, remain visible to all road 

users and be mindful that a small pothole one day can become something capa-

ble of serious damage. 

Has everyone noticed that the ‘Point to Point’ cameras along Hindmarsh Drive 

became operational last Monday?  There was talk of increasing the speed from 

80ks to 90ks once they started working.  It will be interesting to see if this eventu-

ates. 

Last week I attended a meeting with Jen Woods and Peter Major to be part of 

discussions about the Majura Parkway project with Elton Consulting.   The Majura 

Parkway will extend from the Federal Highway to the Monaro Highway, running 

around the bottom of Duntroon and across the Molonglo Bridge.   

I found the explanations of the different barriers to be used and discussions 

about the protection of wildlife, landscaping, signage and lighting very inter-

esting.  I look forward to seeing what impact the Majura Parkway project will 

have on traffic, safety and environmental protection.   

Preparations have begun on the 2012 Blanket Run.  Help us to help the Salvation 

Army give some warmth and kindness to those in our community who may not be 

quite as fortunate. 

Trish Holdsworth 

‘Never ride faster than your guardian angel can fly’ 
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2011 Snowy Ride 

Newsletters and magazines received - articles that may be of interest: 

Veteran, Vintage & Classic Motorcycle Club - Bike Torque Dec-11 
24th Great Canberra Swap Meet report.   Captains Flat Run and BBQ report. 
Spring Tour (Vic, SA and NSW) short report.   Marques in the Park report. 
The “Very Old Bike” Run report. 

Veteran, Vintage & Classic Motorcycle Club - Bike Torque Jan-12 
Murrumbateman Pub Run report.    Terribly British Day report. 
Binalong Museum Run report.     Christmas dinner report. 
Last Run of the Year (Moonrock Café) report. 

Veteran, Vintage & Classic Motorcycle Club - Bike Torque Feb-12 
Pre-Rally Fettling Run & BBQ report.    2012 Annual Rally report (lots of pictures!). 
It’s all a matter of Perception cartoon. 

MRA WA - The Razors Edge – Newsletter Dec-11 – Jan-12 
Safety report.       Ride to Seabird or Lancelin report. 
Ride to Donnybrook report.     Nannup Overnighter report. 

MRA SA – Centrestand – Newsletter Dec-11 
London Calling – On the Continent with 760.  Helmet Committee at Standards Australia article. 
Various Toy Run reports.     MRA Blood Donation Run report. 
Statistics Recognition - article.    Safety Tips for Riders this Summer. 
My Ride article by Dave Karlotski.    
FEMA General Secretary encourages united collaboration of motorcycling article. 
Motorcycle Musings – excerpt from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, Robert Pirsig. 
4Bs (The Bent and Buckled Bikers’ Brigade – a data collection program operated by MRA volunteers in SA) 
Flashbacks – what is the strangest thing you have hit / almost hit? 
Too Many Motorcyclists Dying on SA Roads by Neville Gray. 
Geneva Road Safety Conference report by Shaun Lennard, AMC Chairman. 
Views on Advanced Motorcycle Training – Sweden by Elaine Hardy. 
A Letter from the AMC Chairman, Shaun Lennard, 
ABS:  News from Europe and Some Aussie Perspectives. 

Journal of the Australiasian College of Road Safety – Vol 22 No 4, 2011 
This is a special issue focusing on communications, media and road safety messages. 
Peer-reviewed papers: 

Beyond reviews of road safety mass media campaigns:  Looking elsewhere for new insights. 
A systematic review of how anti-speeding advertisements are evaluated. 
Road safety advertising and social marketing. 
What can we learn from recent evaluations of road safety mass media campaigns? 
The impact of threat appeal messages on risky driving intentions: A Terror Management Theory per-
spective. 
Dangerous safety: Extreme articulations in car advertising and implications for safety campaigns. 
Considering a new framework for designing public safety “filler” messages on highway variable-
message signs:  Applying the behaviour change wheel. 
Contributed articles: 
Regulation of motor vehicle advertising:  Toward a framework for compliance research. 
Drivers’ perception of two seatbelt wearing advertisements with different emotional appeals and 
cultural settings. 
How important is community support to the success of the National Road Safety Strategy? 
It sounds counterintuitive, but can mobile phones be used to reduce driver distraction? 
The importance of fear reduction in fear-based road safety advertising appeals. 

 

 

Secretary’s Report 
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2011 Snowy Ride 

Mountains Overnighter 

Totally Bearable Weekend  

Saturday 18th and Sunday 19th February 2012 

 

Trish and Gordon arranged a leisurely 11am start to our Saturday morning gathering at Watson. 

With introductions all round, map and relevant information for our weekend journey the two 

wheelers were lead out of town with motors humming.  The sky was teasing with the possibility 

of rain and the wet weather gear was stowed at close reach. Fortunately as we travelled the  

Barton Hwy a welcomed increase in temperature was soon felt.  

A welcomed stop at Gundagai to discard the excess layers, refuel and have a bite to eat and drink 

was also a benefit to numb bums. Malcolm confessed his delayed departure had been due to his 

need to ‘service his Tiger’ before leaving home! though he arrived before us!! 

The Snowy Mountain Hwy presented more favourable riding with scenic country views.  A few 

pot holes and repaired sections of bitumen did not distract from the unique regional terrain. 

Wedge tailed eagles hovered over head, fresh apples and new season spuds were on sale at  

Batlow. Nicky, Chris, Rob and Malcolm seized an opportunity to head across to Jingellic for a  

relaxed one or two at the local. Free camping is popular here on the river’s edge. Remember 

your tractor tube and fishing rod. 

Tumbarumba’s Four Bears 

Cafe` welcomed us and  

ensured safe lock up for our 

bikes. Friendly chat and  

refreshments were had on 

the veranda before dinning  

at the Middle Pub next door. 

Where a couple of quiet ones 

were had, food was delish 

and adventure travel stories 

were shared.  

After brekkie Sunday we geared and fuelled up ready to reacquaint ourselves with Elliot Way 

and head to Cabramurra the highest permanently inhabited town in Australia, 1488m. With  

limited oncoming traffic the curves, bends and turns a definite opportunity was provided to 

hone our Road Craft skills. After short tour around the town then a hot cuppa and chat with  

Albury Ulyssians, Donna and Jennifer said their farewells.  

 

 

Ride Co-ordinator’s Report 
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Executive Committee Reports 

Heading to Kiandra a close encounter with a way wood 4x4 did set the heart pounding though 

we were mindful of the unexpected.  

Mother’s Nature stayed in the scrub keeping our ride path clear. 

A tasty snack at Adaminaby returning home via Cooma, with plenty of traffic in both directions 

on the home stretch. Though rained threatened very few drops rolled off our visas.  

Aspirations were filled for the new bee - Magic Trip - Enjoy Your Journey J Jennifer ‘P’ 

The main the group headed... 

Pot Belly Bear, Trish –Yamaha XJ6 

Bare Bum Bear, Gordon – Triumph Tiger 1050 

Mumma Bear, Sylvia – Honda Silver wing 

Mal Bear, Malcolm – Triumph Tiger 1050 

Ro Bear, Rob - Kawasaki zx14 

Bo Bo Bear, Donna – Honda Shadow 

Bundy Bear, Jennifer – Virago 250 

Pub Bear 1, Nicki – Ducati Monster 

Pub Bear 2, Chris – Triumph Speed Triple 

 

 

Ride Co-ordinator’s Report  
(continued) 
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Executive Committee Reports 

Riding a motorcycle every day might actually keep your brain functioning at peak condition, or so 
says a study conducted by the University of Tokyo. The study demonstrated that riders between 
the age of 40 and 50 were shown to improve their levels of cognitive functioning, compared to a 
control group, after riding their motorcycles  daily to their workplace for a mere two months. 

Scientists believe that the extra concentration needed to successfully operate a motorcycle can 
contribute to higher general levels of brain function, and it’s that increase in activity that’s surely 
a contributing factor to the appeal of the motorcycles as transportation. It’s the way a ride on a 
bike turns the simplest journey into a challenge to the senses that sets the motorcyclist apart 
from the everyday commuter. While the typical car-owning motorist is just transporting him or 
her self from point A to point B, the motorcyclist is actually transported into an entirely different 
state of consciousness. 

Riding a motorcycle is all about entrance into an exclusive club where the journey actually is the 
destination. 

Dr Ryuta Kawashima, author of Dr Kawashima’s Brain Training: How Old Is Your Brain, reported 
the outcome of his study of “The relationship between motorcycle riding and the human mind.” 

Kawashima’s experiments involved current riders who currently rode motorcycles on a regular 
basis (the average age of the riders was 45) and ex-riders who once rode regularly but had not 
taken a ride for 10 years or more. Kawashima asked the participants to ride on courses in  
different conditions while he recorded their brain activities. The eight courses included a series of 
curves, poor road conditions, steep hills, hair-pin turns and a variety of other challenges. 

What did he find? After an analysis of the  
data, Kawashima found that the current riders 
and ex-riders used their brain in radically 
different ways. When the current riders rode 
motorcycles, specific segments of their brains 
(the right hemisphere of the prefrontal lobe) 
was activated and riders demonstrated a 
higher level of concentration. 

His next experiment was a test of how making 
a habit of riding a motorcycle affects the 
brain. 

Trial subjects were otherwise healthy people who had not ridden for 10 years or more. Over the 
course of a couple of months, those riders used a  motorcycle for their daily commute and in  
other everyday situations while Dr Kawashima and his team studied how their brains and mental 
health changed. 

The upshot was that the use of motorcycles in everyday life improved cognitive faculties,  
particularly those that relate to memory and spatial reasoning capacity. An added benefit?  
Participants revealed on questionnaires they filled out at the end of the study that their stress 
levels had been reduced and their mental state changed for the better. 

To read the full article go to:  
http://www.motorcycleinsurance.com/this-is-your-brain-on-a-motorcycle/ 

 

 

This is Your Brain on a Motorcycle 
By Todd Halterman  

Copyright2011 MototrcycleInsurance .org 

http://www.motorcycleinsurance.com/motorcycle-insurance-is-your-shield-against-a-cold-hard-world/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/technology/nintendo-dsi-xl/brain-training/
http://www.motorcycleinsurance.com/this-is-your-brain-on-a-motorcycle/
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Executive Committee Reports 

Eventually every motorcycle rider is going to end up riding in the rain. With a few precautions  
riding in the rain is no big deal; here are a few things to keep in mind: 
Don’t panic – This is the most important thing to remember. 
If you are nervous you’ll be distracted and unable to give 
your full concentration to riding. Take a deep breath and  
remember people ride in the rain every day.  
Take it easy – This probably goes without saying: ride more 
conservatively in the rain. Give yourself extra room between 
you and the car in front of you so you don’t have to stop 
short. Be cautious in the corners; try to keep the bike fairly 
upright.  
Watch for slippery stuff – Contrary to what some people think the pavement itself is not slippery. 
Think about when you go out walking in the rain. Do your sneakers slip on the road? There are 
some things that will be slippery. Metal manhole covers and sewer grates are slippery. Newer 
painted lines in the road can be slippery, especially the ones with reflective paint. This doesn’t 
mean you should avoid them at all costs, just take it easy when driving on them and be cautious 
making turns on lines. Any kind of stone or brick, like a brick crosswalk or a cobblestone street, 
will be slick. Oil and other liquids that have spilled on the road will also be quite slippery. This is 
really the time to avoid the centre of the lane near intersections where cars often leak oil. In the 
fall, wet leaves are another hazard to avoid. 
Puddles – Be cautious of large puddles as you never know what kind of pothole, gravel patch or 
other debris is hidden beneath the surface. You also should avoid stopping in the middle of a 
large puddle – cross the whole puddle at once and at a decent speed.  

Dress appropriately – Of course, you should always wear  
proper gear when riding a motorcycle but there are some extra 
things to keep in mind when it is raining; wear something  
waterproof. Being soaking wet and cold can be really lousy and 
distracting when you are trying to pay attention to the road. 
Some motorcycle coats and pants come with zip in rain liners. 
There are also lots of motorcycle specific rain suits out there. 
Finally, you should be prepared for the visor of your helmet to 
fog up. There are a few remedies for this on the market. Some 
of the nicer helmets offer pin lock visors which create a layer of 
air between the visor and pin lock piece so fog can’t build up. 
There are also various wipes and polishes on the market that 
help keep fog away to varying degrees. A cheap solution that 
also works for some people is to clean your visor with a bit of 
dish soap – juts be sure to clean it all off! 

Your engine will steam – This is normal. The very hot engine is getting wet and creating steam. 
The first time you see it this will probably startle you. Just remember steam is normal and it’s not 
smoke. If it were smoke you would smell it.  
All these tips should help you with riding in the rain and being relaxed. Of course, you need to use 
your own best judgment before riding in bad weather. If you are feeling too nervous or  
uncomfortable don’t get on the bike. Also, be realistic about the weather. Riding in a light shower 
is different than riding in torrential rains or thunderstorms.  

 

 

Riding a Motorcycle in the Rain 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&location=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fs%3Fie%3DUTF8%26x%3D0%26ref_%3Dnb%5Fsb%5Fnoss%26fsc%3D-1%26ih%3D7%5F5%5F1%5F0%5F0%5F0%5F0%5F0%5F0%5F1.40%5F78%26y%3D0%26field-keywords%3Dpinlock%2520visor%26url%3Dsearch-ali
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Discovery Ride - meet at Robbo's Fyshwick at 0930 for a 10:00 departure. The ride is tailored to the needs of the 
group and is paced at the speed of the slowest rider. It introduces new and returning riders to group riding 
with no pressure and promotes road craft and rider safety 

Social Ride - Please contact Gordon (0438 632 194) or Trish (0418 860 750) to advise your participation. 
 Young - 225 kms This is an easy ride for all riders. Departure: 10:00 am. From Watson Servo 
  Captains Flat - 149 kms  It’s for all riders. Departure: 11:30 am from Watson Servo 
  Eden over the Hill - 712 kms (341+371) Book your own accommodation, suggest Great Southern Hotel  

6496 1515. Departure 10:00 am from Hume Servo 

Social Night - Dinner at Ming’s Restaurant 7 Botany Street Phillip.  
     Please RSVP to comittee@mraact.org.au by 16 March 2012 

Events of interest on the following page 
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Events of Interest 

 

Is your event  

missing from here? 
 

Email your flyer to 

committee@mraact.org.au 

and have your  

event included! 

11 - 13  May 2012 
lynneandjim@grapevine.com.au 

27 - 29 April 2012 
www.angelfire.com/in/tvrmc  

29 April 2012 
www.blackdogride.com.au 

15 April 2012 
www.autoitaliacanberra.com 

14 - 15 July 2012 
dbaker55@tpg.com.au 

7 - 8 April 2012 
trialben@homemail.com.au   

http://www.angelfire.com/in/tvrmc
http://www.angelfire.com/in/tvrmc
http://www.angelfire.com/in/tvrmc
mailto:trialben@homemail.com.au

